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A New Family of Distance-regular Graphs and the (0, 1,2}-cliques in 
Dual Polar Graphs 
ANDRIES BROUWER AND JOE HEMMETER 
Let G be a dual polar graph of type Bd(9) or C,(q). Define a graph d on the same vertex set 
by having vertices x and y adjacent in 6 if they are of distance 1 or 2 in G. The graph 6 was 
recently shown to be distance-regular [lo, 121. In fact, 6 is the halved graph of a bipartite 
distance-regular graph. When G is of type C,(9) and 9 is odd, this bipartite graph is new. 
1. INTR~DLJ~~I~N 
Let G be a finite simple graph. For vertices x and y of G, we denote by d(x, y) the 
length of the shortest path from x to y , and set G&x) = { y : d(x, y) = i}. We sometimes 
write G(x) for G,(x). Also, x - y is used to denote that x E G(y). Now fix x and y in 
V(G) with y E G,(x). Define 
a, = IG;(x) n G(YN, b; = IG+,(x) n G(YN, c; = FL,(x) n G(y)l. 
If these parameters never depend on x and y, but only on i, then G is called a 
distance-regular graph. One example of a distance-regular graph is a distance-transitive 
graph: a graph G is distance-transitive if, for all x1, y,, x2, y2 E V(G) with 
d(x,, y,) = d(q, y2), there exists an automorphism 8 of G with 0(x,) =x2 and 
e(yi) = y,. More information on distance-regular graphs may be found in [l] and [3]. 
If a distance-regular graph G is bipartite, it is associated with another distance- 
regular graph G’, defined as follows. Suppose that V(G) = X U Y is the bipartition of 
G. We let V(G’) =X and, for xl, x2 E X, let x1 E G’(x,) iff n, E G&). G’ is called a 
halved graph of G. More information on halved graphs can be found in [l], [3] and [6]. 
We shall be concerned in this paper with the distance-regular graphs, called dual 
polar graphs, associated with the classical dual polar spaces. The six families of dual 
polar spaces arise from non-degenerate forms on a vector space V over the finite field 
F = GF(q) (see Table 1). A totally isotropic subspace, or null space, of V is one on 
which the form vanishes. The vertices of the dual polar graph are the maximal null 
subspaces, which have dimension d (the Witt index) in each case. Two vertices are 
distance i apart if the dimension of their intersection is d - i. The parameters of the 
graph are ai = (qe+’ - l)(q’ - l)/(q - l), bi = qeei+‘(qdei - l)/(q - 1) and cj = (q’ - 
l)/(q - 1). General information on these graphs may be found in [l] and [3]. See also 
[4] and [ll] for the dual polar spaces. 
It has recently been discovered [lo, 121 that there are other distance-regular graphs 
associated with the dual polar spaces B,(q) and cd(q). For graph G, let G be the 
graph with the same vertex set as G, where x and y are adjacent in G if the distance 
between them in G is 1 or 2. When G is a dual polar graph of type Bd(q) or C,(q), 6 
is distance-regular. In the case of B,(q), G is a halved graph of the dual polar graph of 
type D,+,(q). In the case of cd(q), with q odd, the graph G was not previously known: 
when q is even, the dual polar graphs of types B,(q) and cd(q) are isomorphic. 
In this paper, we will see that G in the case of cd(q) also occurs as the halved graph 
of a bipartite distance-regular graph. If q is odd this bipartite graph appears to be new. 
It shares the parameters of D,+,(q): hence, considered as an association scheme, it is 
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The dual polar spaces. 
Name dim(V) Form ( 
B<,(q) 
CAYI 
DAq) 
‘De,+,(q) 
2d+ 1 Quadratic 0 
2d Symplectic 0 
2d Quadratic, Witt index d -I 
2d + 2 Quadratic. Witt index d 1 
Hermitian (q = r’) 112 
Hermitian (q = r’) -l/2 
both P- and Q-polynomial. (See [l] for the definitions of P- and Q-polynomial 
association schemes.) However, it is not distance-transitive. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the new graph is introduced and 
shown to be distance-regular. The automorphism group is calculated and the graph is 
seen not to be distance-transitive. In Section 3 we investigate (0, 1,2}-cliques in G. 
The results of this investigation are used to prove that, for d 2 3, the graph e’, where 
G is of type IId or C,,(q), occurs as the halved graph of a unique graph, namely the 
one introduced in Section 2. 
2. THE GRAPH 
Let G be any graph. We define a bipartite graph G* (called the extended bipartite 
double of G, cf. [3, p. 261) as follows. Let q and F2 be disjoint sets of the same size as 
V(G), with J: V(G)+ I$ bijections, for i = 1, 2. The vertex set of G* is defined to be 
FI U F2. For U, ~1 E V(G), fi(u) will be adjacent to&(V) in G* iff u = u or u is adjacent 
to v in G. For x, y E V(G*) we will write d*(x, y) for the distance from x to y. We also 
define $: V(G*)+ V(G) by Q, IF, =f;‘. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let X, y E V(G*) with d*(x, y) = i. Suppose that u = #(x) and v = 
@(y), with d(u, v) = j. Then j is either i or i - 1. The diameter of G* is greater by one 
than that of G. 
PROOF. We consider the case in which x E F, and y E F2; the other cases are similar. 
If (X = xg, XI, x2, . . f , x, = y) is a path from x to y, then (+(x0), 9(x,), . . . , #(xl)) is a 
path from u to v, provided that we suppress repeated vertices, so that j c i. 
Let (U = uo, ul, u2, . . . , ui = v) be a path from u to v in G. Then (fi(u,,), fi(u,), 
fi(u,), . . .) will be a path from x to y if i and j have the same parity. If i and j have 
different parities, we need only add to this path y =f2(v) to obtain a path from x to y. 
Thusjsi-1. Cl 
THEOREM 2.2. Let G be a distance-regular graph with diameter d and parameters ai, 
bi and Cl. Then G* is distance-regular if Ci = ai- + ci-, + 1 for 2 s i s d. If we denote 
the parameters of G *, when it is distance-regular, by aP, b,* and c,, then 
b,“=b,+l, 
bi* = hi-l, for lsisd, 
and 
ci* = ci, for l<i<d. 
PROOF. Let X, y E V(G*) with d*(x, y) = i, u = @(x) and v = #(y). We will assume 
in the remainder of the proof that x E F, and y E F2; the other cases are similar. 
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We first calculate cr. Using Lemma 2.1, we see that if z E G:_,(x) fl G,*(y) then 
d(u, #(z)) = i - 1 or i - 2 and d(v, 4(z)) = 0 or 1. We thus need to consider 
W = (G;_,(u) U G;-z(u)) f-~ (Go(v) U G,(v)). F or each w E W, one can easily see that 
h(w), but not f*(w), is contained in G:_,(x) n G,*(y). Thus [G,*_,(x) II G;(y)! = IWI. 
The size of W depends on d(u, v), which can be either i or i - 1. In the former case, 
IWl = ci; in the latter, lW( = ai_, + ci_, + 1. 
In order for G* to be distance-regular, therefore, it is required that c, = ui-, + c, ~, + 
1 for 2 4 i s d. Let us assume that this condition holds. Note that G is regular of 
valency b,). It is immediate from the definition that G* is regular of valency b,, + 1 and 
that af = 0. But then, for x and y as above, (G,*,,(x) n G;(y)1 = IG,*(y)( - IG:(x) f’ 
G,*(y)1 - IG,*_,(x) tl G,Yy)l = bo+ 1 - a: -c: = b,, + 1 - (a,_, + ci-, + 1) = b,_,, where 
we use the obvious identity a,_, + b;_, + ci~, = b,,. Thus G* is distance-regular, and the 
proof is completed. n 
A check of the known families of large-diameter distance-regular graphs yields two 
families which satisfy the parametric condition of Theorem 2.2. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let G be a dual polar graph of type B,(q) or C,(q). Then G* is a 
distance-regular graph with the parameters of Ddtl(q): hence, us an association scheme, 
it is both P- and Q-polynomial. Furthermore, e is a halved graph of G”. 0 
A natural question, given that the graphs G* of Corollary 2.3 have the same 
parameters as Ddcl(q), is whether they are in fact isomorphic to Dd+,(q). The answer 
depends on G, and is given in Theorem 2.4 and Corollary 2.6 below. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let G be a dual polar graph of type B,,(q). Then G* is isomorphic to 
Dd+Jq). 
PROOF. The argument is similar to the proof in [12] that the halved graph of 
Dd+l(q) is isomorphic to G. Let V be a vector space of dimension 2(d + 1) over 
GF(q), endowed with a quadratic form of Witt index d + 1. Let v be a non-isotropic 
vector of V and H be the hyperplane orthogonal to v. The restriction of the quadratic 
form to H is non-degenerate, of Witt index d. Let r denote the dual polar graph of 
type D,+,(q) associated with V, and G the dual polar graph of type B,(q) associated 
with H. Let X1 and X2 be the two halves of the bipartite graph f. 
For each subspace x of V, let p(x) = x rl H. If x is a vertex of r then p(x) is a vertex 
of G, since the Witt index of H is d. Because r is bipartite, there is no d-dimensional 
subspace of V contained in more than 2 vertices of r. Thus Ip-l(y)1 6 2 for every 
vertex y of G. Because the number of vertices of r is just twice that of G, each vertex 
of G is the image of one vertex in each Xi, i = 1,2. 
Now we can define the isomorphism 0 from r to G *, by 19)~, =fip. In order that 8 be 
an isomorphism, we need, for Xi E Xi, that dim(x, nx2) = (d + 1) - 1 iff p(x,) = p(x?) 
or dim@@,) f~ p(xz)) = d - 1. But this is clear: p(x,) = p(x*) iff dim@, fix*) = d and 
x, fl x2 c H; dim(p(x,) fl p(xJ) = d - 1 iff dim(xi fl x2) = d and x, fl x2 Q: H. (Since 
x, E X, and x2 E X2, dim@, tl x2) # d - 1.) Thus 8 is an isomorphism. 0 
We will see that, when G is a dual polar graph of type C,(q), with q odd, G* is new; 
that is, that G* is not in this case isomorphic to D d+,(q). This is a consequence of the 
following theorem. 
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THEOREM 2.5. Let G be a dual polar graph of type C,(q), with q odd, and A be its 
automorphism group. If the diameter of G is at least 2, then the automorphism group of 
G* is A x Z2. 
PROOF. Let o: V(G*)+ V(G*) be defined by w(fi(u)) =f2(u) and w(f2(u)) = 
fi(u). Clearly o is an automorphism of G*. Now let (Y E A. The function 8,: V(G*)-+ 
V(G*) defined by e&(u)) =f;(u”), f or u E V(G) and i = 1, 2, is also an automorph- 
ism of G*. The subgroup of Aut(G*) induced by w and { 0,: d E A} is isomorphic to 
A x Z2. We will show that this subgroup is in fact the whole automorphism group. 
Let 0 be any automorphism of G*. Since 19 preserves distances, O(F,) = 6 or F2. Let 
us assume that B(F,) = F, . Consider cu, = 8(,, for i = 1, 2, as permutations of V(G). 
For u E V(G), G%&(u)) =f,(G,(u) U G*(u)), so that (Y, induces an automorphism of 
G;. From [lo] we know that every automorphism of G is an automorphism of G, so that 
LY, EA. We will next show that (Y~ uniquely determies CQ, which will allow us, given the 
preceding paragraph, to conclude that 0 = 8,,. 
For u E V(G), let us define the star u’ = {u} U G(u). Then, for v E V(G), 
vnz E (Us’)’ iff v E u’; that is, (u’)~? = (~4~‘)‘. Now fix u and let G(u) = {u,, . . . , uk}. 
Suppose it were possible to have u E n,“=, u,? with v #u. Then G,(v) n G,(U) = 0, 
implying that b, or a, would be 0, which contradicts the assumption that the diameter 
of G is at least 2. Hence {u}~I= (f-l,“=, ~f)~~=fJf=:=, (~.?)~:=n;k=, (up’)‘, so that LY~ 
determines (Y*. Therefore 8 = 8,,. Also, if 8(F,) = Fz then Bw(F,) = F,, so that 
f3w = 8, for some cy E A. Thus Aut(G*) is isomorphic to A x Z3. 0 
COROLLARY 2.6. When G is a dual polar graph of type C,(q), G* is not 
distance-transitive, and hence is not isomorphic to Dd+,(q). 
PROOF. Choose xl, y,, x2, y2 E V(G), with d(x,, yJ = 1 and d(x,, y2) = 2. Then 
d*(fi(xl), h(y)) = 2 = d*(f,(x,), fi(y2)), but there is no automorphism of G* which 
takes f,(xJ to f1(-4 and fl(yd to fi(y;l). q 
3. (0, 1, 2}-CLIQUES OF DUAL POLAR SPACES 
Let G be a graph with diameter d, and M be a subset of (0, 1, . . . , d} containing 0. 
An M-clique C is a set of vertices such that for x, y E C, d(x, y) E M. A (0, 1}-clique is, 
of course, what is usually called a clique. In this section, we will study the 
(0, 1,2}-cliques of the dual polar graphs. Our goal is to show that, when G is a dual 
polar graph of type B,(q) or C,(q), the only bipartite distance-regular graph which has 
G as a halved graph is the graph G* introduced in Section 2. The connection to 
(0, 1,2}-cliques of dual polar spaces is revealed by the following lemma, which is from 
(61. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let H be a bipartite distance-regular graph with bipartition V(H) = 
X U Y, and iet H’ be the halved graph of H with V(H’) = X. If the diameter of H’ is at 
least 2 then, for every y E Y, H(y) is a maximal (0, 1}-clique in H’. 0 
In the remainder of this section, unless otherwise specified, G will refer to an 
arbitrary dual polar graph of Witt index d. 
We first recall some facts about dual polar spaces (cf. [2]). Let W be a 
(d - i)-dimensional isotropic subspace of V. Define H(W) to be the subgraph of G 
induced by {XEG:XX W}. 
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LEMMA 3.2. (i) H(W) is a geodetically closed subspace of diameter i. 
(ii) Zf H is such a subspace and x is an arbitrary point, then there is a unique point 
y = in, the projection of x in H, such that d(x, z) = d(x, y) +d(y, z) for all 
z E H. 0 
The subspace is called a quad when i = 2, and a hex when i = 3. For C = 
{ a,, a2, . , . , a,} c G, we will write (C) or (a,, a2, . . , a,) instead of H(a, f? a, fl 
. . * II a,). We also write Q(a, b) instead of (a, b) when d(a, b) = 2, and we want to 
emphasize that (a, b) is a quad. 
An immediate consequence of Lemma 3.2 is the characterization of (0, 1}-cliques of 
G: if c’ is a maximal (0, 1}-clique, X, y E C and x f y, then C = (x, y). Two types of 
maximal (0, 1,2}-cliques immediately suggest themselves: quads and stars. (Recall 
that, for vertex x, the star xl = {x} U G(x).) 
Now let C be an arbitrary maximal (0, 1,2}-clique in G. 
LEMMA 3.3. Suppose that C is not a star or a quad. Then : 
(i) (C) is a dual polar space of diameter 3; 
(ii) an.y two points in C have distance 2. 
PROOF. (i) Let a,, . . . , a, E C and denote by d, the diameter of (al, a2, . , a,). 
Then, for n 3 3, d, d d,_, + 1, since by Lemma 3.1 d(a,, n(O ,...., a,_,,(a,J) s 1. 
Now suppose that x, y, z, w E C, not all in a hex. Then the result of the last 
paragraph implies that H = H(x, y, z) is a hex. Put w’ = nH(w) and let v E C n H. By 
Lemma 3.2, d(w. w’) + d( w’,v)=d(w,v)<2, so that v-w’ or v=w’. Now let 
VEC\H. Thenx,y,zEv”, where v’ = its. Suppose that v’ # w’. If d(v’, w’) = 2 
then x, y, z E (v’, w’), since (v’, w’} is geodetically closed. If d(v’, w’) = 1 then 
{x, v’, w’} is a (0, 1}-clique. As the only maximal (0, l}-cliques are lines, x E 
(v’, w’). Likewise y, z E (v’, w’). In either case, then, X, y, z E (v’, w’), and this 
latter set is either a line or a quad. Thus x, y, z and w lie in a hex, a contradiction. 
Therefore v’ = w’ and C c w”, also a contradiction. 
(ii) Suppose that x, y, z E C with x -y and d(x, z) = 2. Let Q = Q(x, z). Now y E Q: 
otherwise, x = no(y), so that d(y, z) = d(y, x) + d(x, r) = 3, a contradiction. Since C 
is not a quad, there is some u E C\Q. As in (i), we can argue that C fl Q c u’l, where 
u’ = X&U). Thus x, y and u’ are collinear, so that u’ is the unique neighbor of z on the 
line (x, y). But then no(w) = u’ for every w E C\Q, giving us the contradiction 
CC14’1. 0 
By Lemma 3.3 we may (and shall ) assume that G has diameter 3 and that C is a 
(0, 2}-clique such that each point of G\C has distance 3 to some point of C. 
LEMMA 3.4. Each vertex of C is contained in some fixed 6-dimensional subspace W 
of v. 
PROOF. Let us change our point of view, and work in the polar space instead of the 
dual polar space; in fact, in the projective space containing the polar space. Since we 
are now assuming that d = 3, C is a collection of planes such that any two of them meet 
in a single point. 
Let n,, n2 and n3 be three planes in C, not all on one point (that is, not all in one 
quad). Put P = n1 fl x2, Q = nl n ads and R = n2 rl n3. Then no = (P, Q, R) is a null 
plane not in C, and W = ( JC,, its, x3) is a 6-space. By assumption, there is a n’ E C 
disjoint from x,,, and it follows that 11’ c W. Suppose that there is a n E C with x 4 W. 
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Then ;rd meets W in a line I, and since I meets JC’, 1 can have at most one point in a,,. 
We have (~di, G) f~ (Ed,, x3) n ( ~2, n3) = JC,,, so n meets {P, Q, R} in a single point. 
say in P. Let S = J-C f12’c3; then (P, Q, R, S) is a null space; so, since P $ n3, S lies on 
the line QR = na r) JC~, a contradiction. q 
This lemma allows us to reduce the six cases of Table 1 to three; C,(q), D,(q) and 
*A,-,(q). 
THEOREM 3.5. Let C be a maximal (0, 1, 2}-clique in a dual polar graph of type 
L&(q), Bd(q) Or *O d+l(q). Then we have one of the following cases (where the quantity 
e is as in Table 1): 
(i) C is a star, of size q’+‘(qd - l)/(q - 1) + 1; 
(ii) C is a quad, of size (qe+’ + l)(q’+* + 1); 
(iii) C is one of the two parts in the bipartition of a subgraph of type &(q), of size 
(4 + 1)(q2 + 1). 
PROOF. Supose that C is not a star or a quad. Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 allow us to 
conclude that C is in fact a maximal {0,2}- clique in a subgraph of type D,(q). Since 
this graph is bipartite and has diameter 3, its maximal {0,2}-cliques are just the two 
halves of the bipartition. cl 
We next consider the case Cd(q). When q is even, the graph of type Cd(q) is 
isomorphic to that of type B,(q), and so is covered by Theorem 3.5. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let G be a dual polar graph of type C,(q). 
(i) Suppose that d(a, b) = 2 and c #a, b. Then [{a, 6, c}lj ~2. 
(ii) Let Q = Q(x, y) be a quad. Suppose that C is a maximal (0, 2}-clique such that 
there are x, y $ C such that lxa’(x) c7 Cl z 2 and Ino’( y) fI Cl c 2. Then there is a point z 
suchthatn~l(x)nCcx’-flz’and~~l(y)flCcy’flz’. 
PROOF. (i) If c${a,b) th is is easy: {a, b, c}’ c {noc.,h,(c)}. So assume c E 
Q(a, 6). Since everything takes place in a quad, we may assume d = 2. Now the dual 
polar graph of type C,(q) is isomorphic to the polar graph of type B,(q) and here 
{a, b}’ is a conic in a plane that is hit by c’ in a line. Since a line meets a conic in at 
most two points we find the required result. 
(ii) Let a, b E n;‘(x) fl C and R = {a, b). Since R is geodetically closed, x E R. Let 
c = nR(y). Since Q n R # 0, Lemma 3.2 implies that y - c and c E Q n R. Note also 
that x E {a, b, c}‘. 
Now let e E n;‘(y) fl C and z = nR(e). By Lemma 3.2, d(e, x) = d(e, y) + d(y, x) * 
3, so e $ R and z #x. But 2 = d(a, e) = d(a, z) + d(z, e), so that z -a. Likewise, 
z - b. Because d(e, c) = d(e, y) + d(y, c) = 2, we also have that z - c. Thus, using (i), 
{a, b, c}’ = {x, z}. 
Now let f E x6’(y) n C. Arguing as above, if z’ = n,(f), then z’ E {a, b, c}l and 
z’ #x. Thus z’ = z, and we conclude that n;‘(y) tl C c y ’ fl zl. Similarly, there exists 
a 2” such that n;‘(x) fl C CX~ fl z”l. Since R is geodetically closed, z” E R, and so 
2” = z. q 
THEOREM 3.7. Let C be a maximal (0, 1, 2}-clique in a dual polar graph of type 
C,(q), where q is odd. Then we have one of the following cases: 
(i) a star x1, of size (qd+’ - l)/(q - 1); 
(ii) aquad, ofsizeq3+q2+q+1; 
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(iii) a set of the form {c} U (x’ fl G,(c)), where d(x, c) = 3, of size q2 + q + 2; 
(iv) a set of rhe form (x’ fly’) U (xl II zl) U (y’ n zL), where d(x, y) = d(x, z) = 
d(y, z) = 2 and x, y, z do not all lie in a quad, of size 3q + 1; 
(v) a bipartite half of a subgraph isomorphic to the bipartite non-incidence graph of the 
Fano plane, of size 7. 
PROOF. Using Lemma 3.3, we may assume that d = 3 and that C is a coclique if we 
are not in cases (i) or (ii) of the theorem. If for some point x g C we have x1 n C f 0 
and G,(x) fl C is a singleton, {c} say, then (C\(c)) U {x} is contained in a maximal 
(0, 1, 2}-clique, which must, by Lemma 3.3(ii), be a star or a quad. If (C\(c)) U {x} is 
contained in a quad Q, then C c dl, where d = nu(c). This is a contradiction. It 
follows that we have case (iii) of the theorem. We may therefore assume that 
IG,(x)nCl~2forallx4Cwithx’rlC#t. 
Now suppose that some quad Q meets C in at least three points. If no(C\Q) = 0 
then (’ = (2. If ny(C\Q) = {x} then C = xl. So In&C\Q)I 2 2. But n&C\Q) c (C n 
Q)‘, which has, by Lemma 3.6(i), at most two elements. Thus (C n Q)’ = {x, y} for 
some distinct points x and y. If d(x, y) = 1 then C fl Q c (x, y ) , contradicting C being 
a (0, 2}-clique, so d(x, y) = 2. For a E C\Q, +(a) =x iff a E G,(y) n C. Since 
y’ fl C #0, this implies that In;‘(x)i 3 2. Likewise, l~7ty’(y)lz=2, so Lemma 3.6(ii) 
applies. Since Gil Q CX’ n+, this means that we are in case (iv) of the theorem. 
Thus we may now suppose that no quad meets C in more than two points. 
Any three points of C have a common neighbor. Indeed, a, b, c E C are all adjacent 
to x = JC~(~,~)(C). Since G&K) also contains at least two points of C, we have (Cl > 5. 
We next show that 12’ fl Cl b 4 for some z. Indeed, let u, c, d, e, f E C, x - a, c, d and 
y -a, e, f. If d(x, y) = 2 then either we are in the situation of Lemma 3.6(ii), and we 
find z -c, d, e, f as desired, or some of the points c, d, e, f lie in Q = Q(x, _y), say 
c E Q. If d(y, c) =2, then also e, f E Q. (Otherwise. for example, 2 =d(e, c) = 
d(e, y) + d(y, cj = 3.) But IQ fl CJ 6 2; thus c -y and y -a, c, e, f as desired. There 
remains the case x -y. Now ~1, x and y are collinear. Let z - c, e, f. Again we may 
suppose that x - z and that c, x and z are collinear. But then Q(a, c) contains x, y and 
z, and hence e, contradicting lQ(a, c) fl C( s 2. Thus, there is a point with at least four 
neighbors in C. Let us henceforth denote this vertex by X. 
Suppose that x - a E C, c, d E G3(x) rl C and y -a, c, d. Note that d(x, y) = 7. If 
Q = Q(x, y) then c, d E n;‘(y) n C. Since IQ n C( s 2, there are vertices e, f E (xl n 
C)\Q. Applying Lemma 3.6(ii), we obtain z such that e, f E z -. But since 1(2(x, z) n 
Cl ~2, this implies that 1~~ fl Cl = 4. Thus Q(x, y) n C = {a, b} for some b, and 
ly ’ fl Cl = 4 also. Since {a, b, c, d, e, f } is contained in a clique of type (iv), there 
must be another point g E C. We cannot have d(x, g) = 2 (otherwise e, f E Q(x, g)), so 
d(x, g) = 3. If y’ -a, c, g, then x’ ny’l n C contains one more point, but not b, let US 
w Y ’ - e. Continuing in this way, we find common neighbors for the seven 4-sets ubcd 
(namely y), abef (namely x), aceg (namely _Y’), cdef, bdeg, bcfg and adfg. Thus far we 
have constructed the bipartite non-incidence graph of the Fano plane. If there are more 
points in C, say h E C, we find the 4-sets ubgh, ucfh, udeh, bceh, bdfi, cdgh and efgh. 
It follows that h is uniquely determined if it exists; that is, IC( c 8. However. writing 
things out in co-ordinates shows that ICI = 8 cannot occur for odd q. n 
REMARK. (1) One may verify that cliques of each of the types mentioned do in fact 
exist for every odd q. 
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(2) The above classification in the odd symplectic case was inspired by similar (but 
weaker) results obtained by Hemmeter and Woldar (see [9]). 
We now return to the question introduced at the beginning of this section; that is, 
which graphs have G as a halved graph. Only one more lemma is needed. 
LEMMA 3.8. Let H be a bipartite distance-regular graph with halved graph H’. If we 
denote by a;, bi and Ci the parameters of H, and by a,‘, b,‘, c,’ those of H’, then 
bl = bzib,i+ 1 /c,, c,? = cqc+ 1 /q 
A proof may be found in [6]. cl 
THEOREM 3.9. Let G be a dual polar graph of type B,(q) or C,(q), with d 2 3. Let 
H be a bipartite dtitance-regular graph with halved graph H’ isomorphic to e. Then H 
is isomorphic to G *. 
PROOF. Let us use the notation of Lemma 3.8, with G playing the role of H’. One 
can easily see from the definitions that aI + b, + c, = bo, c, = 1 and, since H is 
bipartite, a, =O. Applying Lemma 3.8 with i =O, we obtain cZ = bobl/bt{ = bo(bo - 
a, - c,)/bi = bo(bo - 1)/b& Thus bo(bo - 1)/b (; is a positive integer. Now b; can be 
obtained from [lo], or calculated from Lemma 3.8. It is 
b =(’ (; 
d+i _ l)(qd+’ -q) 
(q + l)(q - U2 
Also, Lemma 3.1 implies that b, is the size of one of the maxima1 (0, 1, 2}-cliques. 
These sizes can be obtained from Theorems 3.5 and 3.7. The only cases in which 
bo(bo - 1)/b; turns out to be an integer are when b0 = (qd+’ - l)/(q - 1) (and then 
c2 = q + 1). 
Let C be the collection of maximal cliques in G of the form H(y) with y E Y (cf. 
Lemma 3.1). Then (Cl = 1x1, and any two members of C meet in either 0 or q + 1 
points. If d > 3 then the only maxima1 cliques of size b0 in G are the stars, and we find 
that H = G*. If d = 3 then b0 = q3 + q2 + q + 1, and the maximal cliques of this size are 
stars, quads and, in the case of B,(q), half D,(q) subgraphs. Now, a star meets a quad 
or a half 4(q) subgraph in either 1 or q2 + q + 1 points, so that either all members of 
C are stars, and H = G*, or no member of C is a star. But we have IX]= 
(q + l)(q* + l)(q3 + l), the number of quads is (q2 + q + l)(q3 + 1) and (in the case of 
B,(q)) the number of half 4(q) subgraphs is q3(q3 + 1). Thus, when C does not 
consist of all stars, we must be in the case of B,(q), and C must consist of all quads and 
all half D,(q) subgraphs. Embedding the projective space carrying this B,(q) geometry 
as a hyperplane in a projective space carrying a D4(q) geometry and applying triality, 
we see that also in this last case H = G*. cl 
Theorem 3.9 was, in fact, proved in [6] for d ~7, for the case B,(q), in its guise as 
the halved graph of D,+,(q). 
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